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Writing 101 Checklist No. 1 
 

 Name: _______________________ 

                         

 Date: _______________________ 

 

Are you writing for yourself? Yes or No ________ . Know that to write for anyone one else 

is a futile endeavor in which you will receive no self-satisfaction.  It is your mind, your 

creativity and a world of imagination.  Try not to limit yourself with what others want. 

 

         Have you set your writing goals (e.g., hobby, profession, full-time, part-time)?  __________ 

         __________________________________________________________________________ 

         __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

         Do you have a dedicated workspace?  Do you need one or can write anywhere? Provide an              

         explanation for yourself here: _________________________________________________ 

          _________________________________________________________________________ 

 

         Who inspires you to write? (It is fine if it is no one):________________________________ 

 

          Are you able to write on your own or do you think you will need a mentor?  Write a list of  

          people who may support you, even if they aren't necessarily writers. __________________ 

          _________________________________________________________________________ 

          _________________________________________________________________________ 

               

         Do you prefer paper and pen (long-hand writing) or do you type as you go?  Consider what  

         utensils (. mm pen or ballpoint pen?; notebook or loose leaf paper) or equipment (laptop or  

         typewriter—yes people still use these). Why? Notes:   ______________________________ 

          _________________________________________________________________________ 

          _________________________________________________________________________ 

        

         Are you prepared to meet with disappointment, frustration, and doubt? Yes or No________.                

         NOTES:  __________________________________________________________________  

         __________________________________________________________________________ 

         You may not anthropomorphize any of these feelings in your writings, but they will appear  

         to you.  These are different obstacles you must confront, battle and overcome even in the  

         bleakest moments when you believe you are unable to.  So even if you are not prepared or  

         consider yourself strong enough, you will be able to still write if you remain determined.   

         This is your goal, not anyone else's.  Only you can do it. 

 

         Are you prepared to write? It is alright if you believe you are not.  Take your pen and paper  

         or laptop and start spelling out words, begin describing your characters and fit them within  

         the time or beyond it.  Now you have begun to write.  Now you have set yourself on the  

         path to becoming a published author.  This is what you want, then know that there is no  

         perfect time, no best place; no need for anyone else to understand your creative passion.   

         Now write. 


